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Rio A misfit macaw named Blu (voice of Jesse Eisenberg) heads to Rio de
Janeiro, embarks on a magnificent journey, and makes some loyal new friends
in this animated adventure for the entire family. Domesticated from the time
he was just a hatchling, Blu traded a life in the clouds for a contented
existence in Moose Lake with his doting owner, Linda (Leslie Mann). They
live under the impression that Blu is the last of his kind, but upon receiving
word that a female macaw named Jewel (Anne Hathaway) has been discovered
in Rio de Janeiro, Linda and Blu set their sights on South America on a
mission to replenish the species. Shortly after their arrival in the Brazilian
capitol, however, the two rare birds fall victim to a gang of greedy animal
smugglers intent on making a mint by selling Blu and Jewel to the highest
bidder. But the headstrong Jewel isn't about to be locked in a cage and put on
display, so when the opportunity arises she stages a daring escape with the
help of some wisecracking local birds, and takes her new friend Blu along for
the ride. With the bumbling birdnappers fast closing in, Blu realizes that his
only hope for making a clean getaway and reuniting with Linda is to finally
summon the courage he needs to take flight. RIO also features the voices of
Tracy Morgan, Jamie Foxx, George Lopez, and will.i.am. Fox
Justice League Season 2 Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, The Flash,
Green Lantern, Martian Manhunter and Hawkgirl - they have all used their
unique powers to fight evil across the galaxy. These 7 super heroes unite to
become the Justice League. Dangers across the galaxy threaten Deep-rooted
feelings of mistrust and insecurity surface and plague the Justice League,
causing internal strife and leaving them vulnerable to attacks from their
enemies. But when one of their own commits the ultimate betrayal, it could be
the end of the Justice League and Earth forever. Don't' miss one second of
suspense or one iota of excitement with this 26 episode collection. Warner
Quarantine 2: Terminal A red-eye flight from LAX to Nashville takes a
terrifying turn of events when the passengers become infected with a highly
contagious virus, and find themselves quarantined in an airport following an
emergency landing. Picking up immediately after the events depicted in
Quarantine, this relentlessly tense sequel finds the passengers of Flight 318
ascending into the clouds as reports of a sequestered L.A. apartment building
begin filtering though the nightly news. Shortly thereafter, the passengers on
the flight begin to exhibit disturbing rabies-like symptoms, forcing the pilots
to make an emergency landing at an isolated terminal in a large metropolitan
airport. As the group hastily departs the plane, terrified flight attendant Jenny
(Mercedes Masohn) bravely attempts to lead them to safety. But when a squad
of police officers and emergency workers arrive on the scene accompanied by
the CDC, the passengers' relief turns to horror as they realize they have been
quarantined, with no hope of escape. Now, their only chance of living through
this nightmare without getting infected by the virus or shot down while fleeing
rests in the hands of Jenny and resourceful kindergarten teacher Henry (Josh
Cooke), who try to remain calm long enough to formulate a viable escape
plan. Sony
Dexter Season 5 Mild-mannered Dexter Morgan (Golden Globe winner
Michael C. Hall) works for the Miami Metro Police Department as a
blood-splatter analyst -- and moonlights as a murderer who only targets other
killers, a moral code instilled in him by his adoptive father, Harry (James
Remar). As Dexter channels his sociopathic urges into acts of vigilantism, his
co-workers, friends and family remain blissfully unaware of his bloodthirsty
alter ego. Season 5 of this thrilling drama series welcomes Julia Stiles as a
woman who has a connection to Dexter's secret, and Peter Weller as a troubled
Miami cop involved in an internal affairs investigation. Showtime
Beyblade: Metal Fusion Volume 4 The battlefield between good and evil is
more intense than ever as Gingka and his friends face villain with a plot to
unleash a long forebidden Beyblade in his quest to take over the world.
Vivendi
Remembering 9/11 Commemorating the events of Sept. 11, 2001, this
documentary explores the rise of Al-Qaeda, sheds light on what motivated
individual terrorists to act and brings to light harrowing firsthand accounts of
survivors of the attack. Inception
NCIS: Los Angeles 2nd Season This gritty "NCIS" spinoff moves the action
from Washington, D.C., to the sun-soaked West Coast, where undercover
agents G. Callen (Chris O'Donnell) and Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) pool their
talents to guard U.S. interests for NCIS's Los Angeles Office of Special
Projects Division. Rounding out the team are operations manager Hetty Lange
(Linda Hunt), psychologist Nate "Doc" Getz (Peter Cambor) and forensic
investigator Kensi Blye (Daniela Ruah). The second season of this gripping
drama about NCIS's Office of Special Projects elite investigators who go deep
undercover to apprehend their suspects. Led by G. Callen (Chris O'Donnell),
the tight-knit team scours the grimy Los Angeles underworld. Callen, a master
of detection, is backed by experienced veteran Sam Hanna (LL Cool J), wily
psychologist Nate Getz (Peter Cambor) and operations handler "Hetty" Lange
(Linda Hunt). CBS/Parmount
The Garfield Show Spooky Tails Follow the witty and silly duo as they run
into spooky trouble again! It’s all fun and games for Garfield and Odie as they
take a fun-filled trip on Halloween until Garfied is mistaken by a loose wild
cat! Includes other out-of-this-world adventures! This uproarious collection
includes six Halloween-themed episodes filled with spooky fun and high jinks
from the fan-favorite series currently airing on The Cartoon Network. Voted
favorite comic strip character by Nickelodeon Magazine readers, Garfield
continues to delight audiences of all ages. The CGI-animated cartoon is based
on Jim Davis’ multiple award-winning comic strip and follows the hilarious
antics of the world-famous flabby tabby and his affable canine friend Odie.
Vivendi
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The Beaver The Beaver A successful businessman and loving father finds a
unique means of coping with his debilitating mental illness in this drama from
director Jodie Foster. When Walter Black (Mel Gibson) finds himself stuck in
a downward spiral, the chance discovery of a beat-up beaver hand puppet
offers him a unique opportunity to pull himself back from the brink. By using
The Beaver to speak with others, Walter develops the abilities to express the
suppressed feelings that were slowly eating him away from the inside. Summit
The Wiggles Ukulele Baby The Wiggles set sail on a new adventure with the
sweet sound of ukuleles and palm trees in the distance. Set on an island near
Wiggle Bay, The Wiggles launch 21 new songs and paddle into a harbor of hits
including You Can Play the Ukulele, Hawaiian Boogie and Hula, Hula Baby.
Renowned weatherman Al Roker joins in for Thank You, Mr. Weatherman!
Naturally, The Wiggles sing about things kids love in the songs When I'm
Painting, My Curly Sue Doll and Everybody Loves a Puppy. There are songs
to make youngsters dance (such as Round and Round, Round and Round and
Henry's Spinning) and Cluck, Cluck City and How Many You Want? are
tuneful occasions for more magical Wiggles fun Warner
Baby Jane One of the campiest thrillers of the 1960s just got a whole lot
campier in this witty take-off starring a cast of drag queens. Jane Hudson
(Matthew Martin) was a child star in vaudeville who fell out of favor as she
grew older, while her sister Blanche (J. Conrad Frank) went on to eclipse
Jane's fame as a motion picture actress until a mysterious auto accident left her
confined to a wheelchair, ending her career. Years later, Jane and Blanche are
living together in a decaying Hollywood mansion, with Jane serving as her
sister's caretaker. However, Jane has gone quite flamboyantly insane, and takes
delight in punishing her more talented and successful sibling. As Jane gets
battier by the day and Blanche tries to find a way to break free of her sister's
clutches, a pair of neighbors (Heklina and Ron Herman Symansky) spy on the
house without getting a very clear idea of what's really going on. Ariztical
Little Big Soldier Two rivals strike up a wary friendship in this blend of
historical drama, action and comedy starring international martial arts star
Jackie Chan. It's 227 B.C., and during the era of the warring states, a
fifty-something Liang soldier (Jackie Chan) captures a wounded Wei general
(Wang Leehom) in the wake of a battle. The soldier's goal in taking the general
prisoner isn't glory but the hope of collecting a reward so he can buy some
land and start a farm once then fighting is over. The general, however, is vain
and arrogant and insists he was taken captive only after his own men turned
against them. As the two men slowly make their way back to Liang territory,
they're followed by a duplicitous Wei prince (Steve Yoo) who has his own
reasons for wanting the general back, as well as villains and scoundrels on
both sides. While the soldier and the general don't get along at first, in time a
grudging admiration grows between them as the general comes to appreciate
the decency and good nature of his captor. Well Go USA
The Grace Card This earnest evangelical drama draws inspiration from the
Bible verse Hebrews 4:16 ("We will find grace to help us when we need it") in
its tale of a police officer named Bill "Mac" McDonald (Michael Joiner)
whose life is shattered (and his faith severely challenged) when he loses his
son in a tragic accident. Eighteen years of rage and hostility ensue, marked by
rapidly crumbling relationships with his family members and strained
relationships on the force. Events reach a fever pitch, however, when Mac gets
partnered up in the squad car with Sam Wright (Michael Higgenbottom), an
African-American ordained minister-turned-cop with a loving and supportive
family. Despite the many obstacles standing in the way, the men gradually
work toward overcoming their differences and helping one another. Sony
The Dead and the Damned It's Clint Eastwood meets George Romeo as
undead, flesh-eating gunslingers roam the Wild West. When a group of miners
unearth a dangerous meteorite, they inadvertently unleash an intergalactic
plague that ravishes the town and turns the population into blood-thirsty
mutants. Inception
American Bully A morbid prank spirals into tragedy in this chilling drama
concerning seven teenagers who fall under the reprehensible spell of violence.
In the wake of viewing a gruesome internet video featuring a graphic
beheading, something snaps inside of troubled teen Brandon. Later, Matt's
obsession with the video leads to a shocking transgression against a fellow
classmate that will shock a nation already reeling from the 9/11 terrorist
attacks. Natasha Henstridge and John Savage co-star. Green Apple
Citizen Jane When she learns that her closest friend and lover, Tom
O'Donnell, is the chief suspect in the brutal slaying of a dear relative, ordinary
citizen Jane Alexander (Ally Sheedy) will stop at nothing to track him down
and discover the truth. But as she closes in on her quarry, she realizes that she
might be next on the murderer's hit list. Armand Mastroianni directs and
rocker Meat Loaf co-stars in this drama based on a true story. Green Apple
Closed For The Season A young woman comes to her senses amid the
remnants of an old amusement park, complete with a derelict wooden
rollercoaster. Unable to leave the park, she's surrounded by terrifying
phantasms as she searches for help in this spooky thriller. MTI
Bonanza The Cartwright's thousand-square-mile Ponderosa Ranch is located
near Virginia City, Nevada, site of the Comstock Silver Lode, during and after
the Civil War. Each of the sons was born to a different wife of Ben's; with
none of the mothers still alive. Join Ben (Lorne Greene), Adam (Pernell
Roberts), Hoss (Dan Blocker) and Little Joe (Michael Landon) as they rewrite
the book on the western genre. These were the days where family values and
the fight for justice were backed up by six-guns that always had right on their
side. Included in this set are 31 memorable episodes of this 14 season
television phenomenon. Also included in this 4-DVD set is a brand new,
never-before-seen documentary chronicling the fascinating legacy of this
landmark TV show. 32 episodes plus an Exclusive Documentary for this DVD
collection!

